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Abstract
We explore virtual environments and accompanying
interaction styles to enable inclusive play. In designing
games for three neurodiverse children, we explore how
designing for sensory diversity can be understood
through a formal game design framework. Our process
reveals that by using sensory processing needs as
requirements we can make sensory and social
accessible play spaces. We contribute empirical findings
for accommodating sensory differences for
neurodiverse children in a way that supports inclusive
play. Specifically, we detail the sensory driven design
choices that not only support the enjoyability of the
leisure activities, but that also support the social
inclusion of sensory-diverse participants. The
participants displayed behaviors in the multi-user
version consistent with their behaviors in the single
user version with the addition of social behavior. We tie
these techniques to game design mechanics to iterate
on our efforts to support inclusive game development.
Preliminary results are discussed.

Author Keywords
MDA framework; Virtual reality; neurodiversity;
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Children
Peter
Cassidy
Max

Age
8
11
11

Gender
Male
Female
Male

Table 1. Participant demographics
and interests.

Figure 1: Screenshot of batter’s
view in baseball game. This game
aims to provide a typical level of
stimulation and engagement.

Figure 2: Screenshot of
thunderstorm game with
lightening and rain features.

Figure 3: Screenshot of Dance &
Sing Game with three virtual
jumbo screens depciting song
lyrics, musci video, and dance
moves respectively.

CSS Concepts

iterative process of design, development, and
deployment.

evaluation methods; Human-centered computing;
Accessibility technologies

Related Work

• Human-centered computing~Human computer
interaction (HCI); Accessibility design and

Introduction
Including children with disabilities is a critical issue for
the game industry. When designing for children, it is a
important to include both players with and without
disabilities as the results are better for all players [12].
Children demonstrate varying needs in sensory
processing and sensory processing varies widely across
players with and without disabilities [6]. Therefore, we
engaged a neurodiverse group by enlisting neurotypical
children, as well as children with autism or ADHD in the
design to ensure the appeals to, and is usable by,
children with multiple perspectives [12]. To mediate
sensory needs, we employ immersive VR as a platform
in order to further level the playing field for
neurodiverse players by mediating the sensory
experience of leisure activities [3,4,9–11].
Our goal is to discover if we can design s that result in
comfortable environments for a range of children to
play independently as well as play together. To explore
this aim, we designed three custom virtual reality
applications based on extant occupational therapy
research regarding four distinct sensory patterns.
Specifically, we employed the concept of sensory
quadrants described in the Sensory Profile 2 [5]. Then
we applied the Mechanics Dynamics and Aesthetics
(MDA) framework [7] to describe our specific
interaction goals (aesthetics), the runtime play
(dynamics) and the underlying features that support
these dynamics (the mechanics) as we go through

Sensory Processing Challenges
Sensory processing is the organization of sensory
information within the body. Sensory input is gathered
through all of the senses and integrated in order to
inform our actions [2]. For those living with sensory
processing challenges these issues are far more than a
minor inconvenience and can have substantial impact
on daily life. People living with autism are impacted by
every sense as well as by the integration of sensory
information as required by multi-modal interactions
(combining two or more sensory domains such as
visual and auditory, temporal, global and local features.
Literature regarding ADHD claims that the sensory
differences result in several symptoms including
somatic complaints, inattention, anxiety, problems with
socializing, as well as aggression [8]. Neurotypical
children also have diverse sensory patterns that can be
leveraged to maximize their comfort and therefore their
engagement. Therefore, sensory considerations should
be part of mainstream leisure activities--specifically
game design. We reflect on games in virtual reality as a
potential approach for inclusion, meeting both sensory
and social needs of diverse players.
Applying the MDA framework
The MDA framework is a framework that makes the
terms and processes of game design and development
more formal so that that researchers in these spaces
can effectively communicate game criticism, and
technical game research. The authors of MDA states
that they “believe this methodology will clarify and
strengthen the iterative processes of developers,

Threshold

Interaction

Peter

avg

avg

Cassidy

high

active

Max

high

passive

Child

Table 2: Dunn’s Sensor Quadrants by
threshold and interaction style. These
sensory factors impact many aspect
of daily life such as “social
participation, cognition, temperament,
and participation” [6].

scholars and researchers alike, making it easier for all
parties to decompose, study and design a broad class
of game designs and game artifacts”[7]. In this work,
we follow their iterative process and employ their
vocabulary to understand how addressing sensory
needs for children through virtual reality games can be
understood more broadly by the player-computer
interaction community.

Methods
We used a convenience sample to recruit three families
with children to explore the concepts of personal
interests (see Table 1) and sensory profiles that
indicate preferences for low to high environmental
stimulation and passive to active interaction with the
environment. We collected data from Sensory Profile™
2 [8] (see Table 2). Across the three child participants,
ages 8-11, (1 female), the children were identified as
neurotypical, ADHD, and autistic, respectively. We
designed with the children using paper prototypes as
well as digital iterations in virtual reality [1,2]. In this
work, we analyzed the data we collected via interviews
with family and children, direct observations during
play, video recording and screen capture during single
and multiplayer virtual gameplay. We employed the
MDA framework to our iterative process.
Developing vrSensory
Three games were developed in Unity3d with the
Steam VR plugin for rendering and Photon Unity
Networking for implementing the multi-user aspects.
We developed three customized games that tested
passive and active interactions related to each
participant’s sensory profile and interests: baseball for
Peter; dance & sing for Cassidy and thunderstorm for
Max.

BASEBALL
In the baseball game, the batter spawns in at the
batter’s box (see Figure 1) and is holding a physical
baseball bat. When the ball is pitched, the batter can
swing to hit the ball and he or she receives textual
feedback if the ball was hit, hit foul, or missed.
Additionally, the ball slowing down as it approaches the
user - and the big hit that results regardless of the
force of contact - ensures that the game maintains a
passive level of entry for diverse players.
THUNDERSTORM
The players are spawned into a desert scene, where
they can see some hills, a few trees, and rain. There is
thunder and rain audio, as well as bolts and flashes of
lightning. When a lightning flash occurs, the skybox
(sky) lights up with a colorful, cloud-filled stormy
image, see Figure 2. The mechanics employed allow
each player to teleport, speak to other participants, and
adjust the volume of the storm.
DANCE & SING
The karaoke contains three massive screens that are
lined up in front of and angled towards the participant.
On the leftmost screen, the lyrics of the song that is
playing are displayed. On the middle screen, a music
video of the song is shown; and on the rightmost
screen, an avatar is showing dance moves, see Figure
3. Each participant is spawned in to the game next to
each other, and they are able to speak to other
participants, sing, dance, watch the music video, or do
all of the aforementioned.

Analysis
MDA, a framework focused on the Mechanics,
Dynamics, and Aesthetics as a formal approach to

Figure 5: Dunn’s quadrants are
divided by the axis of self-regulation
continuum that spans from passive
to active, and the neurological
threshold continuum that spans from
low to high [5]. In this work we
apply these axes to software design
by considering passive to active selfregulation in terms of the user’s
interactions with the system and the
low to high neurological thresholds
as the intensity of sensory features
in the virtual environment.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the “black
lake" “with water droplets” described
when she is inside the mountain.

game research [7], allows us to clearly communicate
about players and their interactions. We see a mapping
between the sensory profiles and the aesthetics of the
user experience, see Figure 5. This suggests a link
between sensory patterns and game patterns. Each
virtual environment afforded the players a way to
express their unique sensory needs - to varying
degrees. Next, we detail the mechanics, dynamics and
aesthetics we observed. With comfort as the primary
goal for user experience, we took particular notice to
how they felt as well of the type of experiences they
had based on the formal categories from the MDA
framework that encourages analysis to be conducted in
two directions (i.e., from mechanics creating run-time
dynamics that create a certain aesthetic to the other
direction where the aesthetics are traced back to
mechanics)[7].

Results
We found that when the participants used single-player
games designed for various degrees of passive to active
interaction, they displayed behaviors consistent with
their sensory profiles. We also found that the aesthetics
from the MDA framework map onto the small sample of
sensory patterns used to inspire our design. Starting
with the aesthetics, we observed aesthetics such
Discovery, Fellowship, Submission, and Sensation. We
describe the mechanics in Table 3; the specific
dynamics in Table 4 and our insights regarding
aesthetics that were observed are described below.
Thunderstorm
Thunderstorm as a single player was experienced as
sensation, and discovery [7]. The experiences the
children described can be interpreted as sense-pleasure
and exploring uncharted territory, which they did in

their own ways in spite the of design being intended for
the passive profile. The sensation and discovery
aesthetics are described below.
SENSATION & DISCOVERY AESTHETICS
The Sensation aesthetic provides a sense-pleasure
element to the game. The discovery aesthetic provides
“uncharted territory” to be discovered. The experiences
of sense-pleasure and exploring are evident in the
thunderstorm game as the children made various
comments directly mentioning their senses and
discoveries as they experienced the virtual
environment. Cassidy shared her experience using
words that describe sensations as she teleported
around and explores the scene (see Figure 6):
“What I really liked about thunderstorm was you could
go inside this rock and you could see the water droplets
come inside the rock and drops on the floor… It’s like a
black lake”
As might be expected of her active profile, she explored
the entire game world relatively quickly. She also used
her physical body movements to explore the virtual
world, as expected of an active profile. She explored
the terrain as she spins her body around to observe the
lightning storm, and she teleported inside trees and
mountains. Peter has a typical sensory profile and said:
“I liked watching the rain and hearing the thunder”.
Peter mentioned the auditory and visual sensations of
the game, but he displayed a neutral level of interest
(e.g., not excited and not bored) for this game
designed for the passive sensory profile. He moved
around virtually in the thunderstorm game. He maked
the game more active through unintended in-game
actions by shooting light beams from the controller. He

Mini Game

Baseball

Thunderstorm

Dance & Sing

Mechanic
Virtual pitches
that are
thrown
automatically

Thunder(audio)
and Lightning
in areas if
dessert
mountain
scape,
adjustable
volume, chat
functionality

-Multiple
jumbotrons
with different
simultaneous
representations
of songs
(lyrics,
dancing, singer
video)

Table 3: Planned Mechanics from
first multi-player study.

also teleported around, while he relaxed in the physical
world by sitting and kneeling on the floor. Max explored
the discovery aesthetic through verbally describing the
physical environment:
“Icicles, icicles, rain – I saw the rain! That’s cool. That’s
cool, that I saw the rain, whole bunch thunder right
now. Loud, I like that”
Baseball
SUBMISSION AESTHETIC
The submission aesthetic is surrendering to play for
play’s sake. The sporting nature of the baseball game
resulted in predictable behavior by the players. Players
bat against the machine pitcher. The gameplay in this
popular American pastime [7] was immediately evident.
The children commented about the degree of challenge
as they interpreted the goal of batting as to beat the
pitcher by making a big hit. This challenge dynamic was
planned through the mechanics that make the ball slow
down as it approaches the player. Here we see the
impact of the challenge dynamic on Max as he
exclaimed that he hit the ball “way up to the moon.” Max
was delighted and maintained a high level of
engagement. Max’s sister reported that the 15 minutes
we permitted him to play as a batter was one of the
longest times he has stayed in engaged in a sporting
activity. The dynamic of slowing down the ball when a
player is in the batter’s box allowed entry for the
passive sensory profile. Alternatively, the average and
high-threshold players reported to be slightly turned off
by the ease of use, yet neither asked them to come out
sooner than the designated 15 minutes. After play,
Peter said: “Hard, fun, didn’t have to do much for it
(the ball) to go far, liked how ball slowed, but make hit
more realistic based on swing”. Cassidy stated that the

baseball game was: “Fun, glitchy, (the ball) would go
far no matter what. I didn’t like that the ball slowed
down but liked that is was most active”. These
descriptions of the submission aesthetic confirm we
have created a comfortable play space for each sensory
profile and now can iterate on the mechanics to
increase the challenge for those who want a more of an
active game.
Dance & Sing
EXPRESSION AESTHETIC
The expression aesthetic is a “game about selfdiscovery” [7]. Cassidy was more reserved in her
dancing and singing in the lab study than in the video
of her home paper prototyping session in [2]. Max
tried the dance & sing VR prototype in his home and did
dance in spite of the presence of the research team.
Cassidy also reported that the dance & sing game is a
bit boring as there was only one dance move. She liked
that the dance moves were shown, that there was a
music video, and that the lyrics were displayed, but she
reported there needs to be more dances from which to
choose. Max also requested more songs be added to
the short selection that had been prepared for the
study. Peter did not choose to try the dance & sing
game. Again, the expression aesthetic revealed the
need for more ways to express, so we will add
mechanics to support more expression in the future.
In summary, our goal for the single player VR
prototypes was to understand the aesthetics and to
confirm if the environments were comfortable and
enjoyable for the primary player. After viewing the
players, we iterated on the to add a social component.
Next, we provide the results with multiple players
networked into the same game.

Mini Game

Baseball

Dynamic
Ball slows
down in batter
box when
batter is
detected

teleporting,
chat,
Thunderstorm

Dance & Sing

one spawn
point
virtual objects
in landscape
that players
can traverse

Ability to move
in 6’X6”
physical space

Table 4: Dynamics enabled as
players reacted to mechanics.

Figure 9: Screenshot of Cassidy’s
avatar looking down on Peter’s
avatar.

The final user study for this work had all the children
come together to use the games in multi user mode.
We achieved varying degrees of networked capabilities
across the games. We prioritized the most passive
sensory pattern by first building a networked mode
where all three children could be in Thunderstorm
together and had the ability to chat using their voices.
When spawned into the multi user game, the three
children could see the others as a smiley face box (see
Figure 8), use voice chat to communicate with each
other and use the controllers to move and teleport
around the area. They could also move about in the
six-foot by six-foot physical space.
Fellowship Aesthetic
The Fellowship aesthetic is the experience elicited from
a “game as social framework” [7]. When all three users
were in Thunderstorm together, they explored
together. Max instantly connects with the others. Max
said, “You hear that too, Peter? It’s really loud”. They
started communicating about their respective positions
and rapidly changed them via teleportation. All three
players started to move in an organized fashion. For
example, Cassidy moved away and said, “Meet me at
the tree.” The boys also teleported away and chased
after each other. When all three children did this, they
pointed the laser at the others’ avatar (in order to
teleport), thus landing on top of him or her. Cassidy
said, “You found me. Why are you guys on top of each
other? Now I am on top”. Her avatar spawned on top of
his, see Figure 9.
These preliminary results indicate that games designed
predominantly for a child with a passive interaction
style and high threshold to stimuli can be enjoyable for
them as well as appropriated in unique ways to meet

the needs of children with different sensory profiles.
Thus, each adapted or were accommodated by
supporting their sensory needs and when in a
networked, they each were social (e.g., talked about
their whereabouts as well as the whereabouts of
others).

Discussion
The MDA framework and its mapping to sensory
patterns can help developers build experience driven
games (as the MDA authors mention). Linking the
formal MDA approach to our sensory patterns allows
developers and designers to take into account not only
how their mechanics and dynamics may elicit certain
aesthetics, but how each aesthetic may map to certain
sensory preferences. This gives developers the ability
to try to design more sensory inclusive games that will
still elicit the same aesthetics. For example,
Thunderstorm is a game designed for a passive sensory
profile. In our qualitative analysis, we can see that the
thunderstorm game elicited aesthetics of sensation and
discovery. We may need to take extra consideration
into how we will make the game inclusive towards
active, experience driven players. We can do that
considering certain aesthetics and since we have an
idea of how those aesthetics map to sensory patterns,
we can design sensory inclusive games that are “fun”
or elicit desired aesthetics for all players.
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